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ABOUT THE PROJECT
In the end of February 2020, the doors to Elite Palace Hotel new exclusive investment, VANA Spa and Gym,
opened in Stockholm city center. Elite Hotels of Sweden have many spa and gym facilities within their hotel
concepts already, but this is the first one out under their own auspices.
On just over 1,500 square meters, members, hotel guests and other visitors will be able to use cardio and gym
machines and free weights - in addition, there is the opportunity for personal training.
In the spa area you will find both a pool and jacuzzi, as well as a steam shower, aroma room, and a steam and dry
sauna. Bose Pro Partner Fremlab has worked with Elite Hotels of Sweden on over 20 projects the last years, so
very early in the process Fremlab was selected as the audio supplier for the project.

BOSE PRO SOLUTION
One important focus area throughout the project was to find an audio solution that could blend into the interior in
an elegant way without compromising with the sound quality or customer experience. The loudspeakers also
needed to be waterproof to be able to equip the wet room areas. Initially the design included Bose DS16 for the
hallways and dressing rooms, and DS32 loudspeakers for the spa and gym areas. Although a bit into the process,
Bose DesignMax loudspeakers became available. Because of the premium look and feel of the DesignMax series, it
was decided to go for DesignMax models in the whole area and became Fremlab’s first installation using
DesignMax.

“A close collaboration between us, Bose and the
architects has been crucial throughout this whole
project. We have had to be flexible and
sometimes come up with solutions last minute to
allow for the loudspeaker to go hand in hand with
the feeling of the facilities. Although everything
worked out extremely well. For us there is never a
question of not using Bose in all our projects.
Thanks to the support we get from the Bose
team and the quality of the products, we in our
turn make a return on the investment by
choosing Bose which of course is important for
our business.” Carl-Fredrik Malmgren, Owner Fremlab

In the spa treatment rooms and surrounding areas a total of ten DM3C ceiling mounted speakers are installed,
allowing the guests to enjoy relaxing background music during their treatments. The spa, gym and cardio areas
has thirty-five DM3SE surface mounted loudspeakers installed as well as two B2 subwoofers in the gym.
In a separate part of the spa, you can relax in one of six rest beds while listening via headphones to four different
music options that you select using Bose CC-3D. The spa reception area is equipped with eight DM2S as well as
with a DM10S Subwoofer for extra bass.
The spa and gym facilities are powered by three PowerMatch 8250 and eight individual sound zones within the
facilities are controlled digitally via Dante and Creston. Additionally, 2xXLR inputs allows for local
mixer/microphone and DJ inputs as well.

PRODUCTS USED
DM3SE, DM3C, DM2S
DM10S-Sub
B2 Sub
PM8250N
CC-1D, CC-3D
ESP-1240AD
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